Controllable molecular motors engineered from myosin and RNA
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Engineering biomolecular motors can provide direct tests of structure-function relationships and customized components for controlling molecular transport in artificial systems or in living cells. Previously, synthetic nucleic acid motors9-15 and modified natural protein motors16-19 have been developed in separate complementary strategies to achieve tunable and controllable motor function. Integrating protein and nucleic-acid components to form engineered nucleoprotein motors may enable additional sophisticated functionalities. However, this potential has only begun to be explored in pioneering work harnessing DNA scaffolds to dictate the spacing, number and composition of tethered protein motors16-19. Here, we describe myosin motors that incorporate RNA lever arms, forming hybrid assemblies in which conformational changes in the protein motor domain are amplified and redirected by nucleic acid structures. The RNA lever arm geometry determines the speed and direction of motor transport and can be dynamically controlled using programmed transitions in the lever arm structure20. We have characterized the hybrid motors using in vitro motility assays, single-molecule tracking, cryo-electron microscopy and structural probing21. Our designs include nucleoprotein motors that reversibly change direction in response to oligonucleotides that drive strand-displacement22 reactions. In multimeric assemblies, the controllable motors walk processively along actin filaments at speeds of 10-20 nm s⁻¹. Finally, to illustrate the potential for multiplexed addressable control, we demonstrate sequence-specific responses of RNA variants to oligonucleotide signals.

Myosins generate directed motion on actin filaments using a swinging crossbridge mechanism in which conformational changes in the catalytic domain are amplified by an extended lever arm structure. Protein engineering has previously been used to replace the myosin lever arm with alternative structures that can reproduce or modify wild-type behaviour20-22, including modules that function as gearshifts that respond to optical or chemical signals23. Because nucleic acid engineering offers a complementary approach for the precise design of programmable molecular structures and devices24,25, we asked whether a functional myosin lever arm could also be constructed from RNA. To propagate an angular change from the myosin head to the RNA structure, we sought to create an oriented rigid connection between the myosin and the RNA, distinct from the flexible tethering strategies commonly used in DNA-scaffolded protein assemblies26,27. We designed an engineered myosin that incorporates an RNA binding domain to attach an RNA lever arm (Fig. 1). M6-RB (myosin VI–RNA-binding) was generated by fusing myosin VI to the L7Ae kink-turn binding domain22. Following a design principle established in previous work on engineered myosin lever arms26,27,28, we made use of a helix-sharing junction in which the C-terminal helix of the truncated myosin VI lever arm is fused to the N-terminal helix of the L7Ae domain. Guided by crystal structures of L7Ae-RNA22 and of myosin VI29,30, we aligned the terminal helices and optimized the phasing of the junction to orient a bound kink-turn motif as a structural foundation from which to build extended RNA lever arms. The interaction of L7Ae with kink-turn motifs has been exploited previously in nanotechnology and synthetic biology applications22,23 and yields stable complexes with reported dissociation constant (Kd) values of ~1 nM and dissociation rates of ~2 × 10⁻⁴ to 7 × 10⁻⁴ s⁻¹ (refs. 22,23).

As an initial lever arm design, we fused a kink-turn with a 40 bp RNA duplex to create kLtLinear (kL; Fig. 1a and Supplementary Fig. 2a). A single-stranded overhang was added to the distal 3' end of the RNA lever arm to enable surface attachment or assembly into multimeric complexes via binding to a complementary oligonucleotide. When the hybrid motor binds to actin and transitions from the pre-stroke to the post-stroke conformation, M6-RB:kLt is predicted to swing the tip of its lever arm from the plus-end towards the minus-end of actin (Fig. 1b), generating minus-end directed motility as seen for native myosin VI.

We tested the M6-RB:kLt complex for its designed function using dual-labelled gliding filament assays29 (Fig. 1c). Imagined actin filaments moved with their plus-ends leading (Fig. 1c and Supplementary Movie 1), corresponding to motors pulling towards the minus-end of actin filaments, as expected (Fig. 1c and Supplementary Tables 1, 2). In control experiments omitting the RNA component, no filament gliding was seen (see Methods). We then used three-dimensional cryo-electron microscopy (3D cryo-EM) to directly probe the structure of the hybrid motor, assess the orientation of the artificial lever arm and test for transmission of nucleotide-dependent conformational changes from the catalytic head to reorient the RNA. Actin filaments were decorated with M6-RB, either alone or bound to a truncated variant of kLt (kLsh, Short Supplementary Fig. 2b) with a reduced duplex extension (Supplementary Fig. 3 and Supplementary Movie 2). Three-dimensional reconstructions of the nucleotide-free motor, obtained in the presence and absence of RNA, show the expected overall motor conformation and RNA location (Fig. 1d and Supplementary Movie 3a). A model of M6-RB:kLtsh, obtained by flexible fitting to the experimental density (Fig. 1e and Supplementary Movie 3b), closely matches our design (Supplementary Fig. 3 and Supplementary Movie 3c). The lever arm orientation of myosin VI differs between the adenosine diphosphate (ADP) and nucleotide-
Design and characterization of an engineered myosin with an RNA lever arm. 

**a.** Top: Design of protein and RNA components. An annotated schematic is shown alongside a larger 3D ribbon diagram for M6-RB:ktL. Bottom: Protein block diagram for M6-RB. The RNA-binding L7Ae domain is fused to myosin V1 (MVI) after the converter domain and insert 2 (conv + ins2). 

**b.** Cartoon of predicted power stroke for M6-RB:ktL bound to actin. In the transition from the pre-stroke to the post-stroke state, the tip of the lever arm moves towards the minus end of the actin filament. 

**c.** Measuring directed motility using a gliding filament assay. Top: Assay design. M6-RB:ktL is affixed to the surface by binding to a complementary biotinylated DNA strand immobilized via streptavidin and biotin-BSA. Propelled actin is fluorescently labelled with Cy5 at its plus-end and TMR along its body. Bottom: Results. The image is taken from a movie of gliding filaments, with arrows showing direction of motion. 

**d.** Cryo-EM reconstructions of engineered myosin and RNA bound to actin, low-pass filtered at 13 Å. 

**e.** Reconstruction of M6-RB (apo, grey) bound to F-actin. Segmented density is displayed corresponding to a single myosin motor bound to two actin subunits. A difference map of M6-RB:ktLshort (apo) minus M6-RB (apo) is displayed as a purple isosurface, unambiguously localizing the position of the RNA. 

**f.** Flexible fitting of the myosin–RNA model (Supplementary Movies 3b,c) to the cryo-EM reconstruction of M6-RB:ktLshort (apo) bound to F-actin. The DireX flexible-fitting model of M6-RB:ktLshort (apo) is coloured as in a. 

Nucleotide-dependent conformational change (Supplementary Movies 4a,b). Overlaid reconstructions were segmented as in e for the apo (grey surface) and ADP (pink mesh) nucleotide states of M6-RB:ktLshort bound to actin (blue surface). 

free states, swinging through a small angle that represents a substep of the larger power stroke. We observed this reorientation when comparing reconstructions of the hybrid motor in the ADP and nucleotide-free states, as expected for a functional engineered lever arm (Fig. 1f and Supplementary Movies 4a,b). 

Changing the directionality of myosins by altering the structure of the lever arm has provided rigorous tests of the swinging crossbridge model and represents an additional demonstration that an attached structure functions as a lever (Supplementary Notes 6,5). Following a similar strategy to protein engineering studies of myosins and kinesin-1 (Supplementary Notes 14,16), we aimed to reverse the direction of the motor by designing an RNA lever arm that inverts the projection of the power stroke, yielding plus-end directed motility. We designed kReverseSwitch1 (ktRS1) by fusing the kink-turn to a previously described motif (the ‘reverse motif’; Fig. 2a and Supplementary Fig. 2c), which flips the orientation of the duplex at a single crossover point and stabilizes the reoriented duplex by a loop-receptor tertiary interaction (Fig. 2a), followed by a duplex extension. A model of ktRS1 bound to M6-RB shows the end of the lever arm oriented towards the plus-end of the actin filament in the post-stroke state (Fig. 2b). 

We further designed ktRS1 to enable dynamic control over motor directionality. Rigid to flexible transitions have been used to dynamically control the speed and direction of engineered protein motors by introducing a point of flexibility that creates a new effective end of the lever arm. In DNA nanotechnology, rigid to flexible transitions triggered by strand-displacement reactions have been used to control the state and geometry of DNA structures. We designed a switching mechanism for ktRS1 that reversibly converts the RNA reverse motif from a rigid state to a flexible state (Fig. 2c-f). A stem-loop structure (Fig. 2a,c) acts as the nucleus for a reversible toehold-mediated strand-displacement reaction. The reaction is predicted to disrupt the receptor site of the tertiary interaction (Fig. 2e) and undock the reoriented arm. Similar to a previous light-activated design, the reaction reversibly shifts the end-point of the effective lever arm. In the non-switched state, the end of the lever arm is predicted to stroke from the minus-end towards the plus-end (Fig. 2g). In the switched state, the new end of the effective lever arm (the crossover junction) is predicted to stroke from the plus-end towards the minus-end (Fig. 2h). The switched state can be generated by introducing a switch strand (sw1) and the non-switched state can be recovered using a second strand-displacement reaction driven by a switchback strand (sb1). 

We tested M6-RB:ktRS1 for controllable bidirectional motion using gliding filament assays (Fig. 3a,b and Supplementary Movies 5–7). As expected, in the absence of control strands, M6-RB:ktRS1...
Fig. 2 | Design of an RNA lever arm for controllable bidirectional motion. a, Secondary structure of ktRS1. The arm is composed of a kink-turn, reverse motif, switch loop and lever arm extension. Right bottom: Detailed diagram of the reverse motif32 using Leontis–Westhof notation39. A tetraloop (GAAA) binds the 11 nt loop receptor32, stabilizing the orientation of the lever arm extension. b, 3D model of ktRS1 bound to M6-RB. c–f, Designed directional switching mechanism. In e, the non-switched state, the orientation of the lever arm extension is stabilized by the tertiary interaction. In d, the switch strand (sw1) initially binds to a toehold in the switch loop (green). In e, subsequent strand invasion by sw1 disrupts the tertiary interaction, and the distal portion of the lever arm is free to swivel. f, The arm converts back to the non-switched state when the switchback strand (sb1) binds sw1 at its overhang, removing it from ktRS1 to form the sw1:sb1 waste duplex. g, In the non-switched state, the end of the lever arm strokes from the minus-end to the plus-end of actin. h, In the switched state, the orientation of the distal portion of the lever arm is disordered (greyed out helices with motion arrows indicating an ensemble of conformations in this flexible state) and the effective end of the lever arm lies at the crossover point. The end of the arm thus strokes from the plus-end to the minus-end of actin.

MOHCA-seq directly detected disruption of the switch helix, as seen in a difference map (Fig. 3c). Additionally, MOHCA-seq revealed sets of distinct unique tertiary proximities in the switched and non-switched states (red and blue contours in Fig. 3c,d; coloured lines in Fig. 3f), supporting a large conformational change between the states. The proximities in the flexible switched state are expected to arise from an ensemble of interconverting conformations rather than a single discrete structure.

As a further test of the modular construction of controllable ribonucleoprotein motor assemblies, we asked whether M6-RB:ktL and M6-RB:ktRS1 could act as components of processive complexes that walk on actin filaments (Fig. 4), a function that typically requires two or more motor heads working together to move long distances and transport cargo. Engineered myosin tetramers and varying numbers and arrangements of cytoskeletal motors scaffolded by DNA2,11–13 have previously exhibited long-range transport. We chose a tetrameric design to favour high processivity at saturating adenosine triphosphate (ATP) concentration; dimeric myosin VI motors with engineered lever arms have previously been found to be only weakly processive, with tetramers yielding ~10 times longer run lengths4. To assemble tetrameric constructs, we generated a cyclized ssDNA ring (tet) that binds four DNA strands, each of which provides a binding site for one RNA molecule. This design symmetrically organizes four M6-RB:RNA hybrids around a 2D proximity map (Fig. 3c–e). Helical elements appear as diagonal swathes of signal on the map, with additional peaks corresponding to tertiary proximities. MOHCA-seq proximities in the unswitched state (Fig. 3c) were similar to expectations based on our naive model for ktRS1 (Supplementary Fig. 4b). In the switched state (Fig. 3d),
asssembled complexes, which are expected to behave similarly to tetramers but with reduced processivity.

We imaged the multimers moving along immobilized polarity-labelled actin filaments, using three-colour total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy (Fig. 4c–f and Supplementary Movies 8–12). As expected, M6-RB:ktL:tet complexes consistently moved progressively towards the minus-end of actin filaments (Fig. 4c and Supplementary Movie 9), with an average velocity of $-36.2 \pm 0.6 \, \text{nm} \, \text{s}^{-1}$. In assays of multimeric reverse switch motors, M6-RB:ktR1:tet also moved progressively, with 98% (128/131) of the single-molecule traces moving towards the plus-end of actin, as expected (Fig. 4d and Supplementary Movie 10) and an average velocity of $-20.2 \pm 1.0 \, \text{nm} \, \text{s}^{-1}$. When M6-RB:ktRS1:tet was incubated with the switch strand, 95% (98/103) of traces moved towards the minus-end of actin, with an average velocity of $-12.6 \pm 0.9 \, \text{nm} \, \text{s}^{-1}$ (Fig. 4e and Supplementary Movie 11). Finally, when switched M6-RB:ktR1:tet was incubated with the switchback strand (sb1), it reverts back to moving towards the plus-end of actin in 89% (125/141) of traces (Fig. 4f and Supplementary Movie 12). These statistics show robust but incomplete switching of individual multimeric complexes, in contrast to near-perfect switching of filament direction in gliding assays, where the individuality of motors may be masked by averaging over many myosins interacting with each filament.

In comparison with previous designs controlled by metal ions or blue light, a particular strength of oligonucleotide-controlled motors is the potential for straightforward multiplexing of orthogonal signals directed at distinct motor populations, taking advantage of the sequence addressability of strand displacement reactions. To verify that our design strategy supports sequence-specific responses, we performed proof-of-concept gliding filament experiments in which hybrid motors incorporating two different RNA molecules were tested in the presence of cognate and non-cognate control strands (Fig. 5). We created a second reverse-switch RNA lever arm (ktRS2) in which only the switch-loop (sw2) and switchback (sb2) strands for controlling this construct (Fig. 5a,b).
**Fig. 4 | Design, characterization and directional control of hybrid processive walkers.**

**a**, Design of tetrameric assembly M6-RB:ktL:tet. Four M6-RB:ktL complexes are symmetrically bound around a cyclized DNA ring (tet). Bridging DNA strands are labelled with 5′-Cy3. **b**, M6-RB:ktRS1:tet. **c–f**, Processive directed motion of tetramers on polarity-labelled actin filaments. Actin was labelled with Cy5 at the plus-end and Alexa-488 along the body and immobilized on glass coverslips to record the movement and direction of Cy3-labelled motors (**c**, top left and top middle). Left: Kymographs of Cy3-motors moving along the actin filaments, with time running from top to bottom. Right: Histograms of pooled single-molecule data; the signed velocity and total distance travelled were tabulated for each motor trace (Supplementary Table 3). Dark grey, plus-end directed; light grey, minus-end directed. In **c**, results are shown for M6-RB:ktL:tet, with a kymograph of the actin filament above. In **d**, results are shown for M6-RB:ktRS1:tet in the unswitched state. In **e**, results are shown for M6-RB:ktRS1:tet in the switched state. In **f**, results are shown for M6-RB:ktRS1:tet in the switched-back state (Supplementary Table 3 and Supplementary Movies 10–13). Mini-table directionality statistics apply to both velocity and distance travelled histograms.
As expected, M6-RB:ktRS2 shows plus-end directed gliding motility in the absence of control strands (Supplementary Movie 13). We conducted oligonucleotide-controlled gliding filament assays (as in Fig. 3a) for both M6-RB:ktRS1 and M6-RB:ktRS2, while varying the identities of the switch (sw1 or sw2) and switchback (sb1 or sb2) strands (Supplementary Movies 14a,b). As expected, directional switching was sequence-dependent: M6-RB:ktRS1 reversed direction in the presence of sw1 but not sw2, and could be switched back to plus-end directed motility by sb1 but not by sb2; similarly, M6-RB:ktRS2 responded specifically to sw2 and sb2 for directional switching (Fig. 5c). These experiments show that varying the switch loop alone is sufficient for achieving sequence-addressable control, without changing the sequence of structural elements such as the switch helix—an example of simple modular design of receiver and actuator elements.

We have demonstrated that engineered ribonucleoprotein machines can function as cytoskeletal motors with designable and controllable properties, including bidirectional processive motion reversibly controlled by sequence-specific oligonucleotide signals. Tetrameric complexes are capable of translocating for micrometres along the actin filament in both directions (Fig. 4 and Supplementary Table 3). Our hybrid motors have velocities in the 10–20 nm s⁻¹ range, much faster than typical programmable motor proteins in molecular detection and diagnostic devices. Switch strands bind to the motor and thus function as both signals and cargos, which may be exploited in artificial transport systems. For example, a bidirectional shuttle that reverses direction after dropping off a cargo may be implemented by conjugating the switch strand to a cargo molecule and affixing the switchback strand to a dropoff site. In principle, these genetically encoded hybrid motors may also be expressed in living cells to enable new levels of control over mechanical functions, although technical hurdles will probably need to be overcome related to export, processing and stability of the engineered RNA structures. With the rapid development of protein, DNA and RNA engineering, finding ways to integrate these three biomolecules into functional machines and motors will aid both our fundamental understanding of structure–function relationships and the development of complex active systems that extend the functionality of nanotechnology and biology.

Methods
Methods, including statements of data availability and any associated accession codes and references, are available at https://doi.org/10.1038/s41565-017-0005-y.
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Methods

Information on materials and microscopy is provided in the following. The Supplementary Information for this paper includes additional information on molecular design, cryo-EM, gel electrophoresis, MOHCA-seq, and RNA and DNA sequences.

Protein expression and purification. A DNA construct for protein expression was assembled from fragments encoding porcine myosin VI (residues 1–817) and Archaeoglobus fulgidus 1.7Ac (residues 9–118), cloned into a pBx1- (Novagen) expression vector modified to include codons for a C-terminal eYFP and FLAG tag (DNASOLDDDK) with intervening GSG repeats (Supplementary Fig. 1). Proteins were expressed by direct transfection of SF9 cells and affinity-purified as previously described17,34.

Transcription template cloning. Sequences for ktl and ktRS were cloned into the pUCl9 vector using one step isothermal Gibson® assembly. For the preparation of the associated RNA (RNA sequences') were pre-annealed in two separate batches corresponding roughly to each half of the long hairpin-like structure of the RNA arm (ktL: half1[p1, p2] and half2[p3, p4]; ktRS: half1[t1, t1, b3, b2, b1] and half2[t2, 4, t2, 6, b2, 4, b2, b2, b6]). Primers were combined at 90 nM in 10 μl of Tris-EDTA (TE) buffer (EDTA, ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid) and quick-annealed (1 min at 90 °C, 5 min at 65 °C, 10 min at 50 °C, 10 min at 37 °C and finally 10 min at room temperature). The two halves were combined and annealed at room temperature (RT) for 30 min to form the full insert. For the Gibson reaction, 45 nM insert was combined with 1.25 ng μl−1 HindIII/PstI digested pUCl9 vector and isothermal enzyme mix in a total volume of 20 μl.

Transcription and RNA purification. To prepare for runoff transcription, ktl and ktRS plasmids were linearized using PstI, phenol/chloroform-extracted, and ktRS plasmids were linearized using PstI, phenol/chloroform-extracted, dried down on a vacuum concentrator and reconstituted in and 2 μl of solution was used for each step. The dynamic switching proceeded as follows: (1) ktRS1 in the non-switched state was imaged for 7.5 min; (2) channel buffer was exchanged with GO containing the switch strand at 0.5 μM for 2.5 min; (3) ktRS1 was imaged with the switch buffer for 7.5 min; (4) channel buffer was exchanged with GO containing the switchback strand at 1 μM for 2.5 min; (5) ktRS1 was imaged with the switchback buffer for 7.5 min; (6) channel buffer was exchanged with GO containing the switch strand at 0.5 μM for 2.5 min; (7) ktRS1 was imaged with the switch buffer for 7.5 min; (8) channel buffer was exchanged with GO containing the switchback strand at 1 μM for 2.5 min; (9) ktRS1 was imaged with the switchback buffer for 20 min.

Filament directions and velocities for both the single-state and dynamic switching assays were determined using only filaments whose polarity could be scored on the basis of a single Cy5-labelled seed. Velocities were determined in ImageJ by measuring displacements of the tips of reptating filaments that moved in a straight line over a fixed period of time. Control experiments were performed to verify that filament capture and motility depended on the RNA component. In side-by-side experiments conducted on three different days, surfaces prepared with ktl RNA (n = 6 channels) all showed gliding actin filaments (92 ± 30 gliding filaments per field of view), whereas surfaces prepared identically except for the omission of RNA (n = 5 channels) showed no gliding filaments and very few stuck filaments after searching many fields of view (in representative experiments we tabulated 1 stuck filament and 0 gliding filaments over 18 fields of view, n = 2 channels).

Single-molecule tracking assays. Tetraronds of the RNA–myosin chimerae were characterized by adapting a previously described single-molecule fluorescence tracking assay37 modified to use dual-labelled polarity-marked filaments. For three-colour imaging, actin was body-labelled with Alexa 488 phalloidin (Life) and plus-end-labelled with gelsolin-capped Cy5-actin seeds, while motors were labelled with Cy3. Assay buffers were the same as in the motility assay, except TAB buffer was modified to contain 8 mM MgCl2 and TAB_BSA was modified to contain only 2 mM TAB, RNA tetramers were labelled with Cy3, and the solution was incubated overnight at 37 °C, phenol/chloroform-extracted, ethanol precipitated and resuspended in water. Samples were then ethanol precipitated, dried down and reconstituted in water.

Preparation of circular tet DNA strand. The non-circularized tet strand was synthesized with a 5′ phosphate and column-purified by PAN facilities, Stanford University. Non-circularized tet (700 pmol) was combined with 1.4 μmol tet-join in 1.4 μl DNA ligase (Invitrogen) and the solution was incubated at 90 °C for 5 min, then left at RT for 10 min to allow tet-join to form a splint connecting the 3′ and 5′ ends of tet. 50 μl (units) of T4 DNA ligase (Invitrogen) was then added and the reaction was incubated at RT for 3 h. 200 μl of ExoI (NEB) and 200 μl of ExoIII (NEB) were then added and the solution was incubated overnight at 37 °C, phenol/chloroform-extracted, ethanol precipitated and resuspended in water. Samples were then gel-purified using 8% denaturing PAGE gels containing 8 M urea and 1× Tris-borate-EDTA (TBE). Bands were visualized by ultraviolet (UV) shadowing, cut and eluted overnight at RT in buffer containing 20 mM Tris-HCl, 0.25 M sodium acetate, 1 μM EDTA and 0.25% (wt/vol) SDS. The samples were then ethanol precipitated, dried down and reconstituted in water.

Synthetic RNA for cryo-EM. The ktLshort RNA was synthesized and purified (using high-performance liquid chromatography) by Integrated DNA Technologies, Inc. (USA).

Gliding filament assays. Monomers of the RNA–myosin chimerae were characterized by adapting a previously described dual-labelled gliding filament assay to enable immobilization of the RNA via a streptavidin–biotin interaction. RNA for gliding assays was prepared at 20 nM (or 200 nM as indicated) in Tris assay buffer (10 μM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 25 mM KCl, 10 mM dithiothreitol (DTT), 1 mM ethylene glycol tetraacetic acid (EGTA) and 2 mM MgCl2. Solutions were annealed for 2 min at 90 °C and snap-cooled on ice, where they were kept (at least 1 h and up to 24 h) until they were added to channels. The biotin-modified DNA tether (t-btm) was prepared at 100 nM in TAB and stored on ice. Flow cells with ~2-mm-wide channels were prepared by spin-coating glass coverslips with nitrocellulose and forming sandwich assemblies with glass slides using double-sided tape. For experiments without switch strands, channels were prepared by adding reagents in 12 steps (7 μl in step 1, 25 μl in steps 2–12): (1) 2 μl mm−1 biotin–BSA (Sigma), 2 min incubation; (2) TAB buffer with 2 μg μl−1 BSA (Sigma) (TAB_BSA), no incubation; (3) 0.5 μg μl−1 streptavidin (Life) in PBS buffer, 7 min incubation; (4) TAB_BSA, no incubation; (5) DNA tether, 7 min incubation; (6) TAB, no incubation; (7) RNA, 15 min incubation; (8) TAB, no incubation; (9) M6-RB at 9–12 nM in TAB with 1.8 mM trolox and 5 μM calmodulin (TAB_CaM), 10 min incubation; (10) TAB_CaM, no incubation; (11) TMK/Cy5 labelled actin, 10 min incubation; (12) GO buffer containing 25 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 23 mM KCl, 9 mM DTT, 0.9 mM EGTA, 10 mM MgCl2, 2 mM ATP; 1.62 mM trolox, an ATP regeneration system containing 1.0 mM phosphocreatine and 0.95 μg ml−1 creatine phosphokinase and an oxygen scavenging system containing 0.4% (wt/vol) glucose, 0.20 mg ml−1 glucose oxidase and 0.34 mg ml−1 catalase. When the switching reaction was performed, the GO buffer (step 12) contained 0.5 μM switch strand. When the switchback reaction was performed, the GO buffer with switch was incubated for 5 min and an additional wash (step 13) was carried out with GO buffer containing 1 μM switchback strand. After channel preparation, the filaments were imaged by TIRF through a Nikon ×100 1.49 NA objective using a 532 nm optically pumped semiconductor laser (Coherent) with TMR and Cy5 fluorescence channels collected simultaneously on an electron-multiplying charge-coupled device camera (Andor).

For the dynamic switching assay (Fig. 3b), flow cells were modified using parallax gaskets and input and output tubes to allow for buffer exchange during videomicroscopy. Channel preparation was done in seven steps (all steps 25 °C): (1) 2 mg μl−1 biotin–BSA (Sigma), 2 min incubation; (2) TAB_BSA was incubated for 5 min, then added and the reaction was incubated at RT for 3 h. 200 U of ExoI (NEB) and 200 U of ExoIII (NEB) were then added and the solution was incubated overnight at 37 °C, phenol/chloroform-extracted, ethanol precipitated and resuspended in water. Samples were then gel-purified using 8% denaturing PAGE gels containing 8 M urea and 1× Tris-borate-EDTA (TBE). Bands were visualized by ultraviolet (UV) shadowing, cut and eluted overnight at RT in buffer containing 20 mM Tris-HCl, 0.25 M sodium acetate, 1 μM EDTA and 0.25% (wt/vol) SDS. The samples were then ethanol precipitated, dried down and reconstituted in water.
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having only a single Cy5-labelled seed. Kymographs were generated in ImageJ using the 'reslice' command after tracing the filament with a piecewise linear approximation. Trajectories were manually identified from the kymographs and the total signed displacement and elapsed time for each trajectory was recorded. Velocities were determined after manually removing extended pauses using a piecewise linear approximation of each trajectory.

**Data availability.** The data that support the plots within this paper and other findings of this study are available from the corresponding author upon reasonable request.
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